
Final evaluation data analysis 

 

1.Was the Training Course (TC) held in an environment where you felt comfortable to learn? 

 

Comments: 
− It was unbelievable to find such nice and wonderful place in the middle if the market. I 

enjoy staying and learning here. 
− The environment was very nice and comfortable. 
− The place was centrally located and very charming. I have never been in such place before. 

It was a little bit noisy at night outside. 
− I really liked the place, it was calm. 
− It was quite and non-disturbing. 
− Very nice touch to have it in a catholic church. 
− It's  great environment, warmness and sun all the day. 
− Relaxing place. 

 
2. Did you learn from other participants during the TC? 
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Comments: 
− Other participants were more older than me and had more knowledge than I do, really enjoy 

the conversation with them. 
− A lot of perspective and perspective were shared. 
− Other culture and idea. 
− I have learned a lot about different cultures and economical, political and social problems in 

other European countries. 
− Very useful, from culture side, also from blogging.  
− To talk about issues with each other was so much more interesting than only receive 

information from the teacher. 
− Yes, I did and not only on topics commented with the TC, but also I gained much cultural 

knowledge. 
− For sure. Some of the participants were outstanding, thinking strong, so I learned a lot of 

new thinks’ during conversations. 
− The most important part of every training course that interaction with other participants, 

sharing stories, experiences. 
− I think a lot of people are having great and powerful ideas which inspired me. I also learned 

more about group work. 
− I have really about the reality in different countries- the problems of the youth NGO's, their  
− challenges. 
 
3. Were there appropriate resources available to use during the activities? 

 

 
 

 Responses also reveal that most of the participants were satisfied with the duration and location 
within the project. 

 

4. What do you think about the work of the TEAM of the TC? Did you receive appropriate 
support from them the TEAM during this TC?  

In one of the question respondents was asked to evaluated the TEAM of TC and express the opinion 
about TEAM support during the TC. Respondents characterized the TEAM as professional, relaxed 
and easy going as well as very helpful and well prepared. As said one of the respondents ‘’ 
Everything was great.  The TC wouldn't be so effective if  there wouldn’t so be  so positive and 
energetic people’’. Respondents highlight that TEAM have been active and energetic, because they 
tried to involve all participants in every activities as well as they have been really supportive and 
giving participants freedom, maybe some time too much. Was mentioned that the TEAM was useful 
during the TC, because they sharing ideas and show example how to have to work together.  
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5.  Were the methods used appropriate the topics of the course?

Comments: 
− Energizers are very good. Methods are fine and appropriate the course.
− I liked the way we first focused on general and then on
− I would focus on more precise issues, examples.
− It was great to learn things trough alternative methods.
 

6. Did the TC met the aims and objectives set by organizers?

Comments: 
− Everything was well organized and we followed the 
− I have impression that some of the workshops we could done better, and participation of 

people wasn't that extraordinary.
− All the lectures were according to the programme. They were informative and clear for 

understanding. 
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7. What was your knowledge on the topic before the TC? (1- no knowledge; 5- detailed 
knowledge) 

Evaluated from 1-5 (1-no knowledge, 2-some knowledge, 3- normal knowledge, 4- good 
knowledge, 5- detailed knowledge ) 

 

Comments: 
− It was an average knowledge based on experience gained during the life. 
− It's quite close to my field of study. 
− I only had my own knowledge and my one experiences before. 
− I knew already thing about blogging, but the technical part was a discovery for me. 
 

8. What is your knowledge on the topic now? (1- no knowledge; 5- detailed knowledge) 

Evaluated from 1-5 (1-no knowledge, 2-some knowledge, 3- normal knowledge, 4- good 
knowledge, 5- detailed knowledge 
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Comments:  
− Now I think that my knowledge of the topics is much better. 
− I believe I can learn even more. 
− I have managed to analyze for myself in a very interesting way and amount of the topic. 
− I learned a lot from other participants and from Anna. I think it was really important topic. 
− In some topics my knowledge is more detailed, but  will have go through this material once 

again to improve it. 
− I learned a lot of more about advocacy, so I'm satisfied. I still think that I need to research a 

lot more about the 
− Can't to say it's was detailed, but it's very close to it. 
− It really was 4, and as Einstein said 'The more you learn, the more you understand that you 

don't know anything'. 
9. In which way the new information will be useful for you? 
 
Participants gave quite wide way description where they will try to use the information. Some of the 
examples as ‘’New information will be useful in  life, school education, NGO education and work’’ 
and ‘’ For my blog and for my future youth work, where I  could share my experience’’ as well as ‘’ 
I think I could share my new knowledge in my country trough different culture games and informal 
learning concept’’.  
 
The way summary, where new information could be useful: 

− Education system  
− During similar activities/courses  
− In the creation and development process of blogs 
− For participants jobs 
− To deliver training and workshops in NGO 

 
10. Please list the methods and work models that you will take home after this TC? 
 
According to respondent answer, they most valuable and useful methods would be energizers (were 
mentioned 85% of answers), group work and discussion, as well as beam building activities and 
blog advocacy and workshops. Some respondents were mentioned that they will take home also role 
play and non-formal education methods as well as dividing into groups with different assignments 
and round discussion tables. 
 Most mentioned methods: 
1. Energizers 
2. Group work 
3. Discussions, round table 
4. Team building 
 
11. Which personal attitudes you had reflected upon mostly during this TC? 
 
By participants opinion responsibility, decision making,  tolerance and human rights context was 
reflected upon mostly during the TC. Also participants realized that team work is more useful and 
it’s possible to work effectively also with almost stranger. Some respondents highlight that also 
theme about human rights discrimination of minorities and integration was reflected in current TC.  
 For example ‘’ I have reflected upon my place in the teamwork, the way I cooperate with the 
others’’ or ‘’ Human rights- especially freedom of expression- should people who are 
discriminating towards others have it or not?’’ 
 



12. Were you actively  participations in the TC? 

 

Comments: 
− I would like to be more participating, but somehow I wasn't very aware about issues 

discussed during conversations. But I try not to miss the points, because the debates were 
really good. 

− Most of the time, I think I was most active during the process of blogs because they were 
about issues that I'm interesting in. 

− Most of the time, I'm usually the observer type. 
− I have problems with my English, so I didn't understand all. 
− Participation always depends on the topics which you are discussing so sometimes i showed 

my experience. 
 

13. Did you find any partners for new projects? What kind of projects would you like to develop after 
coming back home? 

Respondents mainly gave positive answer to the question about any partners for new projects. 
Mainly they want to continue friendship and contacts what they create in TC and in this case, have 
to highlight some current projects what were mentioned. For example,  participant  would like to 
develop projects about non-formal education methods and   to develop a project with 'media 
education center'. As well as they would like to develop the projects, which are based on social 
problems in the European community and projects about democracy. Some want develop  and 
expanding idea about projects of making blog and human rights. Some of them are quite sure, that 
they find future partners, but have to think about project idea and development context. One part of 
participants are not sure, that they found partners, but according to answers they  knowledge what  
they get is good ground for the future projects and participants definitely  know more aware of other 
organizations and know where  have to go if  they want to develop projects. Basically, have to say, 
that quite a lot of participant create contacts with potential future partners and mainly they now 
some focus of a projects, what need develop and implement. 
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14. Imagine this course will be delivered again and you' re part of the team. Explain what part 
of the program you would do differently and how you suggest to do it? 

Respondents appreciated team work and highlighted that project  was well organized and done, in 
the same time, they give some common suggestion. 
 
Some of the suggestions: 

− More time for the debates and discussion. 
− More round tables where participants could discuss, share and argue about actual issues. 
− Have to give more attention to team building activities, not more like 2 persons from each 

country in one group.  
− Need to make better time planning, too much freedom. 
− Require that everybody express their opinion. 
− Agreements have to be more structured, precisely and not to flexible.  
− More socializing activities. 

 
Another comments: 

− Thank you so much for everything. I will never together this. 
− It was good, it was the ' click' that changed my point of view about education. 
− Thank you for your smiley faces and beautiful hearts and work. Thanks’ for everything 

it was perfect. 
− We should also definitely have the evening of culture. Another thing is the  past when 

you have to explaining all about blogs through videos. It was really helpful. 
 

 
Conclusion: 

To better understand the achieved results of workshop, we asked participants to evaluate workshop 
by answering  to “open” and “closed” questions.  In “closed”  questions they had to  rank offered 
answers in scale from 5-1, where 1 stands for ‘’no knowledge’’ and 5 is ‘’detailed knowledge’’ and 
questions with more answering options like ‘’yes’’, ‘’partly’’ and ‘’ no’’ and another variant, where 
participants had 4 options (all the time, most of the time, some of the time and not  at all). Have to 
highlight that was giving space for comments after every closed question, so it was an opportunity 
to express or admit some meaningful points.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


